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1. DOUBLE-LEVEL METALLIZATION TECHNIQUES
Most of the work during the first quarter was directed toward the
development of a sputtering system for preparing aluminum and aluminum-alloy
films. A photograph of the completed system is shown in Fiqure I.I. Briefly,
the system consists of the following.
The basic vacuum system is a Varian-NRC 6 inch oil diffusion and mech-
anicai roughing pump equipped for automatic and manual operation. The
diffusion pump is equipped for LN 2 cooling of the cold trap. The sputter gun
and power supply were obtained from Sloan Technology. The sputtering chamber
was designed and built at Mississippi State. It consists of a Corning 12X18
glass cylinder and an aluminum top plate machined to accomodate up to three
sputter guns. A cold cathode discharge gauge was constructed and installed
in the basepiate of the chamber to measure the pressure during the sputtering
operation. A throttle valve with several threaded holes for accomodating plugs
Is operated by one of two mechanical feedthroughs in the basepiate. A lift
mechanism with a reversible motor was designed and constructed for raising
the top plate and sputter guns.
Inside the chamber is equipped with a rotating table which accomodates
up to eight wafers of If-2" in diameter. The table is driven by a vacuum sealed
shaded pole motor through a magnetic coupling at 7 rpm. The entire motor-
table assembly is rotated by a chain-sprocket-mechanical feedthrough arrangement
through three sputter-gun and two mask positions. The mask is attached to the
rotating assembly and provides one hole through which the sputter-gun deposits
metal on the wafers. A crystal film thicknes sensor is located beneath the
sputter-gun and receives a deposit through a hole at an unused wafer position
on the table.
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Figure 1.1 Photograph of metallization system
using sputter-gun source.
3The sputtering chamber opens into a class 100 clean bench in order to
maintain a high level of cleanilness. The system is located in the metallizing
and bonding room of the microelectronics laboratories in Simrail Engineering
Building, and this room was designed with air conditioning and filtering units
to maintain a class 30,000 environment.	 The entire system has been constructed
and checked out and is ready for depositing sputtered films.
The installation of a six-tube Thermco Rancer diffusion furnace was
completed with the addition of a venting system for exhausting the scavenger
boxes. All that remains to be done is to line the tube and connect the nitrogen
ambient source in order to anneal the aluminum films.
2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL MODELS FOR MOS TRANSISTORS
The work done during the first quarter was directed toward preliminary
Investigations of numerical schemes and computational algorithms for u)ivinq
the semiconduction equations for a two-dimensional field.
A recent report has described the application of the finite-element method
to the analysis of a JFET. i
 The finite-element method has been used for some
time in solving problems in mechanics and elasticity; however, it has only
recently been applied to semiconduction problems. This method has the power
to treat some problems, such as eigen-value problems, for which the finite-
difference method is awkward if at all applicable. It can also be applied to
the solution of field distributions governed by partial differential equations,
and one of the most attractive features as compared to the finite-element method
is purported to be the ease of treating non-rectangular geometries and irregular
boundaries. For example, the geometry of the VMOS structure could be accom-
odated. It was decided to further investigate this t,achnique.
4in order to better understand the applicability of the method, it was
applied to a one-dimensional linear diffusion problem. This simple problem
Is one for which familiar results are available for comparison and at the
same time taxes the finite-element method. In its most valid form, the finite
element method is applicable to variational problems in which a true minimum
of an energy-related function exists. Such a minimum does not apply for the
semiconductor problem in which current flow occurs by diffusive and conductive
mechanisms. It has been proposed that a "weak form", the so-called Galerkin
method, be applied to such probiems. 2 The typical semiconductor problem is
a non-linear boundary value and initial condition problem of which the linear
diffusion problem is a very special case. in the example chosen, the diffusion
variable, u, obeys:
u(x,t)l xzo = us = 1	 (a)	 (2.1)
ux (x,t)l xsa = 0	 (b)
u(x,t)l t,o a 1	 x80	 (c)
0	 x3,0
ut - uxx a f(x,t) = 0	 04xta	 (2-2)
The Galerkin formulation of this problem is:
af o ( utv - uxvx - f v ) dx = 0,	 (2.3)
where v(x,t) represents-a "trial function" which is used to approximate u(x,t).
The finite element methods uses a set of "hill functions" as illustrated in
Figure 2.1 to construct the v(x,t) approximation. Two of the popular hill
functions are the Hermite btcubic and the bilinear functions which are illustrated
In the figure and were used in the example. The final form of the approximate
solution is;
0
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
1.0 #4
x
1.0 i4
(a) Bilinear hill functions
s
0	 1	 2	 3	 4
(b) Bicubic (Hermits) hill functions
Figure 2.1 Illustration of hill functions used
in finite element method.
6N
	
v(x,t) = i r i gl(t) # i (x)	 (2.4)
On the node points the solution is approximated by the set (ql(t)) for
the type of hill functions which overlap as illustrated In i"igure 2.1.
Solution for the set (q i (t)) is then analogous to solving for the set NI(t))
on the node points using the finite difference technique. The equations for
the set (q i (t)) are obtained by substituting (2.4) into (2.3).
N a
L 10 (JIL 4 I i + q i	 + f4j ) dx = 01 10 1 	 at	 ax ax
(2.51
From (2.5) a set of time differential equations is obtained which is
solved using an implicit numerical method.
The solution of the problem posed by the example is closely approiximated
by the erfc function in the range 0 < x < 3 if a = 6, and this solution
was used to compare the accuracy of the finite element and finite difference
methods. Figures 2.2-2.4 show the maximum error as a function of the recip-
rocal of the number of grid points and the size of the time step, i.e.
A2= Dt/Ox2.
The error obtained in the solution by the bilinear finite element
method Is very nearly the same as that obtained with the finite difference
method. This was not surprising becauso the system of equations for (ql(t))
and (ui(t)) were quite similar. What was surprising was that the Hermits
bicubic finite element produced such poor results, although this surprize
was based upon the intuition that since this element was more difficult to
use It should provide some reward for the difficulty.
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This experience resulted in some skepticism that the finite element method
would be effective for semiconductor problems. A more recent paper has rein-
forced this attitude. 3 This paper indicates that the proper formulations of
the semiconductor problem for the finite element approach remain to be demon-
strated, and, in agreement with our observations, point out thbt'the application
of Galerkin's method is subject to skepticism. Therefore, it was concluded
that the further work should be based upon the finite-difference method
which we have used before although the finite-element method is intriguing
and may be further developed in the future.
The second phase of this program is underway to develop a computational
program with which to generate data from a model. During the past quarter,
the major emphasis was upon deriving a simple two-dimensional algorithm which
could be economically used in a simulation program during its development.
It is plausible that this algorithm can be later modified to become adequate
for modeling of other effects which are significant in certain situations,
e.g., short channel effects, avalanche breakdown, etc.
During the past quarter an algorithm has been developed based upon the
usual assumption that the mobile carriers are included in an infinitesimally
thick layer of charge at the Si-Si0 2
 interface. The current flow is then
described by a one-dimensional equation:
i = KT V N ( AS + _ULESS ) O<xca (2.6)
q
	
ax	 kT
where i and S are channel current and charge per unit channel width, E s is
the tangential interface field and uN and u L are the mobility factors
accounting respectively for gate modulation and hot electron effects. This
equation is solved iteratively with Poisson's equation which includes two-
11
dimensional effects:
v2T _ -P/C.	 (2.7)
Equation (2.7) will be solved for one segment of a periodic structure with
respect to x and equation (2.6) will be integrated to produce auxiliary
equations for the boundary conditions at the Si-Si02 interface. It will
be assumed Initially that S = 0 at x = a, the point at which the normal
component of the interface field changes sign. The solution algorithm then
proceeds in an iterative fashion to solve (2.6) and (2.7) simultaneously
for the potential distribution from which the current, i, is ultimately
calculated as a function of the gate, drain and body voltage
The model at this point admittedly has some short-comings, mainly due to
the neglection of generation-recombination mechanisms. Therefore, it will
not treat impact avalanche and bulk generated leakage currents. It is believed
at this time that such effects can be treated by adding another iterative loop
to the algorithm. The major emphasis at this point will be the development
of a program for input and output data management and including subroutines
which generate data internally within the program and solve systems of equations
which will be encountered In implementing the algorithm.
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3. REDISTRIBUTION DIFFUSIONS FOR ION-IMPLANTED PREDEPOSITS OF BORON AND
PHOSPHORUS IN SOS FILMS.
The objective of this work was to produce curves describing the variation
with diffusion time and temperature of the junction depth, sheet resistance
and integrated impurity dose. This data has been generated for boron and
phosphorus redistributed in nitrogen, dry oxygen and steam ambients for W()-
oriented SOS films. The following section presents discussions of the implant-
ation and redistribution model, further program develop, the computational
procedure and of the computed results.
3.1 The Redistribution Model:
There are three aspects of the redistribution model which are considered:
(a) the implanted profile, (b) the oxidation model, and (c` the diffusivity
model.
(a) The implanted profile.
The implanted profile is described by the gaussian function,
2
C(y) - Cmax exp {-}( ,Y- R J }	 (3.1)
A R 
where C is the concentration, y is the distance from the entrant silicon surface,
R  is the range and AR
P 
is the straqgle for the implant. The peak ccncentra-
tion, Cox , is related to the implant dose, O lmp by:
Cmax @ Ql mp /-r-2-w AR 	 .	 (3.2)
Redistribution data has been generated for the following conditions:4
Q imp :	 5x1012 , 10 13 , 5x10 13 , in14	 cm 2
Rp :	 0.2735 ^m
0.1727
ARp :	 0.0665 um
0.0440 "
80 keV boron implant.
150 keV phosphorus.
80 keV boron implant.
150 keV phosphorus.
OR,IGINI AL AGE IS	 13
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The doses are light to moderate resulting in concentrations no heavier than
6x10 18 cm 3 , and the range-straggle values are typical of those employed at MSFC.
It is assumed that all of the ions become activated shortly after redistrib-
ution begins and thereby diffuse by a substitutional mechanism involving
vacancies.
(b) Oxidation model:
The oxidation model is assumed to be the same as for bulk silicon and
the data of Deal et. al. 5 has been used to calculate the oxidation rate accord-
ing to:
dxo =	 B/ ( 2xo + B/C ),
	
(3.3)
dt
where B and C follow Boltzmann-like temperature dependences. Figures (3.1)
and (3.2) illustrate the oxide thickness dependence upon time and temperature
for both dry 02
 and steam ambients.
During the oxidation, the silicon film thickness is reduced according
to:
W - Wo - axo ,	 (3.4)
where Wo
 is the initial film thickness, taken to be 1 um, and a - 0.45
Is the ratio of the densities of S102 to silicon. Redistribution data is
0
given for W0
 = 1 Um and an initial oxide thickness of x 0 = 300 A.
(c) Diffusivity model:
The diffusivity model for boron was discussed in an earlier report  and
it includes a linear dependence of the diffusivity upon the vacancy concen-
tration as well as the field-enhancement effect. The diffusivity model for
phosphorus includes only the field-enhancement effect which is sufficient to
describe the non-linear behavior of phosphorus diffusions at concentrations
lower than 10 19 cm-3
 as shown by Barry ?
 and Fair and Tsai 8 . The diffusivity-
	of POOR QUAU'Y	 is
temperature dependence Is after Fair 9 and Fair and Tsa1 8 adaptation of data
by Ghostagore )O . For either boron or phosphorous the effective diffusivity
Is given by:
Doff = D(u) x ( 1 + u/ Vuz +l ) , (3.4)
where,
u = C/ 2 n i ,	 (3.5)
and,
D(u) =	 D u, for boron,	 (3.6)
= p^ ,	 for phosphorus.
and where n  is the intrinsic carrier concentration at the diffusion temperature
and D*g and DA are the intrinsic diffusivities of boron and phosphorus:
D*g = 3.17 exp ( -3.59eV/ kg T) cm2/sec.
D*P
 = 3.85 sxp (-3.66eV/ kBT )	 (3.7)
3.2 Further Program Development:
The program which was used to generate the data has been described
in detail in an earlier report. It was noted that the program was developed
in such a way that one could take advantage of a normalization procedure for
predeposition diffusions and generate data applicable to different film
thicknesses. However, it is not possible to gain such an advantage for re-
distribution diffusions involving ion-implants or growth of an oxide. Then
the program was used to generate data, it was discovered that some other features
of the program are extraneous unless further refined.
The program was developed to account for both thin and thick oxides such
as would be encountered in some practical situations. However, such a simu-
lation requires the incorporation of a warped grid system, a modification which
would require considerably more effort. Therefore, the variable oxide feature
15
is of limited value at this time, since the program, at best, only approximates
the conditions for growth of a very thin oxide during redistribution.
A modification was made which allows accurate treatment of redistribution
under oxidizing conditions when only a single oxide thickness is involved.
The original program treated the oxidation process with regard to the boundary
conditions; however, unlike the case of bulk silicon, one must also account
for the reduction of the silicon film thickness. This feature is now included
In the program. During the simulation of a redistribution in an oxidizing
ambient, the vertical grid spacing continuously shrinks while the horizontal
grid spacing is constant. The modification does not show up on logic flow
diagrams at the level of detail which has previously been given. For complete-
ness, a new listing of the affected main and sub-programs is given in the
appendix.
3.3 Computational Procedure:
The program described in an earlier report, and modified as described in
the preceding, was used to generate the data. Two-dimensional data was obtained
in the form of isoconcentration contours for typical situations. The bulk
of the data which can be correlated with experimental measurements is generated
6
using a quasi-one-dimensional model in a manner described in a previous report.
A brief review of the procedure is given in the following.
For generation of sheet resistance, junction depth and Integrated impurity
dose data as a function of time and temperature, only a one-dimensional
profile need be calculated. This is accomplished by making the horizontal grid
only three units wide but keeping the field six film thicknesses wide.
Periodic boundary conditions for the horizontal dimensions are employed in
the program and result in a calculation which produces the vertical profile
1r
equivalent to a none-dimensioni model. Thus without sacrificing the generality
of the program for treating two-dimensional cases, the amount of computing
time is drastically reduced when the data that is desired dots not require the
full power of the program.
The vertical grid varies from thirty one to sixty one points as required
for accuracy in details of the profile, and most of the data is not sensitive
to the number of grid points used if the number is chosen in this range. For
the purpose of illustrating the unusual nature of phosphorous profiles, the
larger number of points was required.
3.4 Discussion of Results:
First, some of the unusual behavior of redistribution diffusions in SOS
films will be discussed in this section. Next, tle format for the calculated
curves will be discussed, and, finally, the bulk of the generated data is given
in the appendix without further comment.
Figures (3.1) and (3.2) illustrate the oxide thickness growth and silicon
film thickness reduction as functions of time for <111> silicon films oxidized
In steam and dry O2
 ambients. The evolution traced beginning with an initial
0
oxide of 300 A thickness on an SOS film of 1 um initial thickness. The curves
are shwon for four temperatures. The data are necessary for interpreting some
of the results for simulated redistributions.
Figures (3.3) and (3.4) show impurity profiles for boron and phosphorus
implants being redistributed in a steam ambient at 1000 deg. C. The profiles
are all plotted with a common origin as would be the case for experimentally
derived profiles where the Si-SiO2
 interface would serve as the logical origin.
However, the profiles are normalized with respect to the film thickness which
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Is of course shrinking. The boron profiles are not unusual but show the well-
known leaching effect due to segregation into the oxide. The phosphorus
profiles stow the effect of impurities being rejected from the oxide. There
Is a pile-up of Impurities In front of the advancing Si-SiO 2 interface and
then a dip which eventually disappears. It is easy for one to drew an erron-
sous conclusion from observing the profiles, because it appears that the
integrated dose should increase for at least remain constant and the sheet
resistance should decrease with time. This Is not true. Although the segre-
gation coefficient favors phosphorus in silicon vs. SiO2 , eventually all of
the phosphorus will be In the SiO 2 when the SOS film is cwV lotely oxidized
since the model assumes that there is no diffusion into the sapphire.
Figures (3.5-3.7) illustrate the behavior of the Junction migration,
sheet resistance variation, and integrated impurity dose variation f-ver a
long period of time. All of the curves are plotted with respect to normalized
time, and true time is obtained by multiplying by the normalizeng tine value
given on the plot. Junction depths are in microns, sheet resistance values
are in ohms, and dose values are in cm-2
 units unless otherwise marked. The
curves are given in the typical formal for all of the data.
For an ion-implanted profile, there are in fact two Junctions until one
of the Junctions emerges at the Si-S102
 Interface. Therefore, the sheet resist-
ance values are for the bu r ied layer until the front Junction disappears.
This typically occurs in a short time compared with that for through-diffusion
of the back junction. Figure (3.5) illustrates the through-diffusion of the
back junction for the heavier doses. This always occurs for redistribution in
a nitrogen ambient but not necessarily so for an oxidizinq ambient. After the
through diffusion, or • even before for light doses, the Junction depth will
eventually decrease due to the reduction of the film thickness or due to the
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relatively slow advancement of the junction with respect to the moving
Si-SiO2 interface. In some of the data presented in the appendix, the junction
appears to remain almost stationary for this same reason. The variation of
I	 the sheet resistance and dose with redistribution time also may appear strange
when compared with results for bulk silicon; however, consideration of the
previously mentioned factors also explains these results.
Two-dimensional isoconcentration contours are given in the appendix for
the various ambients and the two impurity types. The results are not as
remarkable as those given in the last report which were for chemicall y pre-
deposited boron. in that case, there was initially a heavy concentration of
fast diffusing impurities at the Si-Si0 2 interface which were stron g ly retarded
due to the segregation phenomena. This does not happen with the ion-implanted
predeposit because the initial profile lies below the interface at which the
segregation phenomena is eft.-tive.
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REA019,42i)
	
IMAXI,JMAX
	
•K*L M
60
23 RET
INUE
URN
24 800 CONTINUE
25 00 260 LL•M.6
26 CONVAL•1
	 .0••FLOATI7O•LL+I)
1
7
B
XF•CONDEPtIMAX1,JMAX1	 02 +JMAXI,O,O•CONVAL)
•
^•00YF•CONDEP(IMAXI , JMAXt.`	 ,0,0 • CONVALI
•.OfIF	 1XFE0 0	 D
XFRONTIMe IXF.RL
O
O
T
ATI
25
K))•IXOIST/FLOATIIMAXI.11)O
2SO CONTINUE
31 FLOATIJNAXII-YrRONTILL ► n 1 YF ► /FIDAT1JMAVIOII
34 260 CONTINUE
X6
CC
C	 STORE CONTOUR F R ONT MOVEMENT DATA
	 IF	 IFILr •	 1
7 C
9
pp
IfR1K0IsGT.I)	 MARK n IotLNK
40 WRITE
	
19.3 9 01	 MARK
Oil IF	 IKOTI.GT.I ► 	 60. 7 0	 270
42 wRITE19.430)
	
TEMP.DFI.DELT
43 MARK•IOeLNK
44 WRITEt•3901	 MARK
45 270 WRITE
	
(4.4301 
	 (XFRONTtLL),LLm1961
46 :RITE
	
19.430)	 IYrRONTtLLI,LL•1.6)
47 wR ITEt9,420)
	
IMAXIeJMAXI,K,LM
48 399 FORMAT	 Itwo	 A)
49 qO0 FORMAT	 IIM	 .3F1O.1)
SO 420 FORMAT	 IIM	 .415)	 .
St 430 (1M 	 .61E14.9,2X ► 1
RETURN
53 END
CA
1)•FRPLOT
C •*• PLOT PROGRAM FOR THE CONTOUR fRoNT MOVEMENT 000
REAn i N rROM nATA DECK
C	
JSTEP. N OF TiNE s T E ► t TO RE REAn IN
C	 OTEMP • SIMULATION TEMPERATURFI.
C	 /DFI - IAMDA*021.
C	 IDLY • TIME STEPI•
DOUBLE P REISION iFROYTI.00.6)•TrRONTI.On/6)
DOUBLE PREfISION TEMP•OF!•OLT
D1MEN iON AUl•ODI
OiME NSI O N j xl3A•IV4 3j; A16)
DATA 100 • LN •It	 / I .1M • M^/
DATA IA / 14CBNCEN.AN RA O.LMN R0N.6MT
DATA iX16HIN X D.6M^RrET1.6MDN
390 FORMATIINO.A61 O.A
M RrTl.6MON	 /
420 FORMATiIM .416)
430 FORMAT(iM .61E14.9.2X))
C 000 READ DATA FROM HECK
READ 2006 JSTEP
200 FORMATI8l10)
TIME•0•	
J.J00
EADIeK34EEa1SpMAALRK	
56
REA018K^30^1TEMP.nF1,nLT
REAO(8.3901 MARK
5 REA018.430) IXFROwT(KK.LL).LL•;•61
REA018.430) (YFROyTIKK.LL)•LL^ .61
READi119420) IMAXI.JMAYI.LM
TIME • TI M E*DI T
TAUIKKIOTIME
1 CONTINUE
DATA MGT.XMAX.YMAx/0•n875.790.S•O/
C ••• INITIATE THE PIn T
00 •O Nei 2
CALL PLOT9110.00It001
CAL PLOTII.S•1•S.•31
C ••• 0 All BOROER
CALL PLOTIO.09YMAx•2.911
CALL PLOTIXMAX.YMiX*2.-1)
CALL PLOT(XMAX.O.n,2..I)
CALL PLOTi0.0.0•D.2..II
C ••• SCALE GR10
TTAU•TAU(JSTEPI*InO•
10IV•iNT(TTAU)
)S•iDIV /2502S•2S
TAUM.FLOATIISI/Inn•
C
YY1•xrRONT1196)
iFIN•EQo 2) YYI*YFRONTII.b)
00 2 1 n 2.JSTEP
YY2 n xrRONTi196)
1F(N•E0•2) YY2•YrRONT11.6)
YYYmAMAXI(YYI•YY2)
2 YY1 n YYY
YAP.YYY•ico.
IYO•iNT1YAP1
1T • I Yo/ 25*25*25
YDMAX.FLOAT(IT)/irO•
C •00 DRAW GRID
Dx•xMAX/20•jj.
XvFLOATI11601
CALL PLOTIX.O. 3)
CALL PLOT IX.YM^X.7.1)
to CONTINUE
OY.YMAX/20.
00 20 J•1919
Y•FL0AT(J)00Y
CALL PLOTIO.O.Y•31
CALL PLUTIXMAX.Y.;.11
20 CONTINUE
C ••• ERASE LABIE ARFA
no 37 i•3.14
Xx.(1-1)•OX
CALL PLOTIXN.17.snY.31
p AGF, 1S
OR,IG^ 
A^ QU ^LITY
OF pppR .
IICRON*SnS21
2
1
S
4
•
•
7
•
9
;0
="s
ib
20
24
25
29
32
33
34
S
37
39
y0
4
42
43
45
46
4R
49
50
12
63
S4
5L
57
69
60
62
63
A5
66
67
68
69
70
71
7
7
74
75
76
77
78
79
NAVE964MENT P96MLnT
s 0	 30 CALL PLOTIXX.I9.SiDY•,'2)
00	 140.1RI9420
6M MO
 CALL
	
PLOTIIMi*OX*vye121
IS C	 •*• PUT SYMIOL86
47
CALL	 SYMlOL10•i•M,7r0.1212.IA.0.0.221
ii C	 ...CALL
iFIN•FQ.	 1	 IX^1Y
SYMSOLi1.A•4.yS•n.121]•Ix.0.o.1Y ►
10
E9 NUMSFRS 
rr .X
Qp	 II ^
^^FL8AT1	 :	 ^^2•AOX•^1lS
9 3 VAL@Ft OA	 It-	 I	 TAIIM / 1!f•94 SO CALL
	
NUMOERIX.r•MRT.VAL•0.0.2)
g S Xa•O.S
94 00 40	 J71821
17 Y•FLOATIJ• ►► •0Y•.n63
•• VALOFLOATTIJ•II^rOMAX/70•
100 AO CALL SrM80Lt •:7•;.i+^t^TAaCE'•^O..61
CALL	 SYMSQL(2.r
• .s••11129 t NORMALI2ED	 TIMF
I81
I03
•
CALL	 PLOTla.0.0.0:3,
IO y XMOVE•09
IDS CALL	 PLOT(TAU,XMevE92.01
1 0 00	 70 ML n I.JSTEP
IO7
108
TAUPwTAU M	 1;XMAX%TAUM
X MOVE MXFf^O^T( ML, LL)	 •YMAX
10t
/YOMAX
IFfN.EQ•2)	 YMOVE.yFROwT(ML,LL)*YMAX/YOMAX
110 IF(TAU. GT. O.O•AND.YMOVE.EQ.O.O.AND.N•EQ.x)
111 IF(N.EQ•21	 XMOVE;YMOVP
112 IF(XMOVE•LT.O.)	 XMOVEwCaC
113 CALL	 PLOTITAUP9XMQVE•7.01
114 70 CONTINUE
Its CALL	 PL0T(0..0..99')
116 80 CONTINUE
117 STOP
118 1ND
TAU'•n.•21)
G0 TO 70
C4
C10
IICR0N•St)S2I11*SH ILE
	
I	 SUBROUTINE SMiILFI T lmr DELT.DELY-TEMP.TMAX.RSoTJi.TJUNC.a
	
2	 •	 .JMAXI . TDISToXn,IAMANI)
C	 SUN WRITES SEET RFSISTA NCEa JUNCTION DEPTH A ND 1NTIGRATED
	
`	
L	
IMPURITY ON UNIT 11
	
7	 c	 IMPLICIT DOU•LE ►REC141ON1A•M•O-11
	
•	 WR11 T 
(13# 
?001 OMAXI.IAMNNT
	
10	 200 WRlTEi13MQd01FMr. TMAXsDELT . DELr.TDIST
	1^	 100 RO1MET11H000EISS;yJI.rJUNC.OsTIMr•X0
	
14	 ENDURN
C11
MICRONOSMS2111.OUTPUT
i SURROUTINE
	
OUTPUTIX
	
V.IMAXI i JMAXI,K9LMrJJ9TIMF9T01ST•
{IME91AMeNT)2 •10.1TIMErXO,PTIMF,0
3 G
i C TRANSIENT OATA PRIN T 011T
C IMPLICIT	 p0U5LE PRECISION(&-M•Oo?l
7 COMMON /CON/C5116i.iNI
It DIMENSION	 XII1rT111r1e1151.X01!!
9 IMAX•iMAX	 •l
10 IMAX2•IMA	 141
i PR	 NTT	 104.	 11: &TIME
1
1
TIME^ ►PRINT	 IOQr
	
TiME^OTIM[rK.XiK1.IMAX19XtIMAXI!
101.	 IN	 N•!.	 MAXI•PRINT
15
IX^If,i n2i1MAXI.21
PRINT	 105
R •rrpIST ;O 45*X0())
0^	 2	 J • JMA	 1911-1
I^
0• y Di g T-TIil
If	 IAMONT•NF•31	 0•(JMAXI-J)0419/CLOAT(JMAXlwl)I
Q 2 PRINT103.	 0	 (fS111•J>1r1.2,1MAX1.2)
f^O11
2
2 10q
PRINT	 105•	 (11•(( • 2.	 MAX1.2)
IF11AM5NT•NF•3)	 PRINT	 to	 11!
51eF^LM
24 108
iORMATI/lM0•IOX	 ••	 .	 •	 •aE10.5)
FORMATIIMO.IOX• j •	 O X InE	 THICKNESS	 IN	 CM	 •0/1M0.13XrI11lPS10.311
26
27
2S
100
PRINT 104J
FORMATIlS ISX9l pWTlMi	 ST^P	 •	 t 1M.3X	 7NT ► ME	 •	 !itfl•3•
•SX•OELAPSEV
	
TIME	 SFG•1	 PREOE^ •9N	 9 2X•	 0 •F10. 3 92Xr r ORIVS	 IN	 •	 •^
25 •	 &10.3/1
29 •lf1X•9OX10E
	
POSITI6NO/.
30 •IOX•0X(09I2.$)	 •	 •.E&• 2 92X. 0 X( r •129 0 1	 •	 09E6•2/1)
31 101 iORMATI//.IwO•	 ls"I	 .	 •&X•121101
IS2 FORMAT	 (/91w0.3X•S M X	 •	 •7Xi1211 ► Ft0.3)I
r	 2X, r 11 . 1•IPi 7 •t•	 X•I1(IPE10.311
34
3S
104 FORMAT(//	 iM09'ND.
	
OF	 ITERATION	 •	 0915)
FORMAT(IMa1
34
105
106 iORMAT (1M191OXoISA4.T9S•'TIME09A6f
37 RETURN
35 FNO
PRY SOS7. ►LOT•CONTOUR•.SU510N•.TRInA6,.Al,C•.XT2••PLOT•.CONOEP,•MAI4
ORIGINAL PAU,,
OF POUR QUALITY
IICRON • Sf1S21 I 1 •PLOT•CONTOUR
	 C12
i	 SURROUTINL PLTCONIA•CANVAL,NC,IK,JK1
C	 ISOCONCENTRATION PLOT quIPROGRAM
OIMENSs ONA164164/ X11000 3! YIIOQ p .31 NVIIpp00
116	 OIMENSION CS12,31,^T12.2,^I $
 T42•Mf•81^1,OS12,
DATA 2EROII.OE•2nd
OATH TICS{ ,Jl^J^t 3 )^ • 1 21/p i •!.00 p .G •O.i^O.O 0•i/9	 fJATA111CT^1•J K1,^^1; ! 3^! t t •t • ! 2^/!•b.0.0.•1•b,0.0•^•0,1•f!.1	 •0.0•.1.0.0.0••^•0.0•4.1•b.i•b.4.n.-1+0.0.0/
1	 ATA IIOT11•JIIJ•A• y
 •1.1.21/0•A•O.Q•1.0.1.0•pp•Q•1.0.1.0,0.0!i B ({ OSl 1.J 1 •J^1 r3I	 • I.21/0• •1• ,0.0,0• • 0 • .0.0/
!
13	 DccATA XMAX,TMAX/B.R,4I,A^
15	 CON^URNALOG101CONSAL)
Co
	
• R
L
ESET 
T
PT Np TOppOppRA ^N
C •	 SACOM;bQE^S1A040PACTORS
)9	 SCALX•XMAX•1•i/I1K-21
20	 SCA`T•rMAX /IJK•I1
21	 C•	 • START CONTOUR ltARCM
!	 NT•0
23	 IL*IK•1
JL• K•1
!s	 10 00 0 I:j•f`27	 Co	 • LOCATE j JUARE CROSSING!;
28	 IJJt^f
JJ•2
0	 dill••25•IALOG10/Al{,J1l+ALOG10fAI1+1•JII+ALOGIOIAli•J+111+
31	 •ALO6IOIAI1+I,J+1111
32	 11111.10.090011)
33	 R(y)ORIl)
34	 C•	 • LOCATE TRIANGLi13S	 20 00 '0 Kai,*
N ► •1
GO 10 (21.2?•23o:%)•K34k
	 21 R(2)•AI{+1 J)
39	 R(3)•A11•J^04 0 	 GO	 314122 R1 21:A1l•Jl412	 6131•AII.J+1)
GO TO 30
49	 23 612)•AI1,J+lly S 	 R131•AII+I,J+1)
N 6 	 GO TO 30All
	 214 8121 n A(I+I•J+I)
"A	 R131•A(1+1,J)
49	 GO TO 30
SO	 Co	 • LOCATE INTERSf T10Nt
;5 21	 30 00 3S M•1.3
63	
•IGOfTANjSI•IT.AM1a1181M).BIM•l!l•OR•CONYAL•iT•AMAX1181M1.8tM+1)1)
54	 %PoNP#t
SS	 4•ALOGIO(9IM+1)1•ALOA101RIM11
56	 t	 IAMS1881.GT•2rR0) a	 0 33
7 ^•0 5
`0 141 CONINUER•AIOGIOtRIMitI/88
6 ` T>t•0S11.Mi+tStll,M1•p
62 TT•OSt2•M ► +CSIZ,M1.0
6 KINT+I,NPI.OTI
	 •Kf+CTf11.11,KI•Tll+tTll•2.K1•TT +iI
6 TINT+1,N ► )•OT1^.KI *CT Ij.1,K1•TX+CT12.2,K1•TV+JJ
65 35 CONTINUE
66 li	 INP•LE.II	 60	 Tn	 40
67 NT•NT+i
68 NVINTI•NP69 40 CONTINUL
7 ,3 53 CONTINUE7 1 C• •	 SCALE	 POINTS
GO TA 8473 6C DO 65TKw1,NT
79 NM•NVIKI
75 f)0	 65	 L•1•NM
76 l(K,L)•M(K•L)•SCAlx77 YIK,LI•YIK,t 1 • SCAi T
78 65 CONTINUE
79 C• • PLOT
	
CONTOUR
••0
: 2M
It
ii
^0
C13
00 71 K^1•Nt
NMSNV 
`
K
CALL
00 ^) L•2^M 0 O .A CALL frM00L1YIK,1l,tIK
i
	
011006IAINCMI•A•0,•!)
CALL PLOTXIK,L1,rIKi1li21
71 ^ONTIN^EO•X! CALL ►LotlXtK,ll,rlK.11,21
Ce	 ! MOVE ►[N t0 ORIGIN
T
80 R[URNLOT10.0,0.0. i
[NO
C14
g1CRON•5nS2111•TNIOA4
	
i	 SUBROUTINE TR1DAf.(JFoll
	
3	 IMPLICIT DOUBLE PwECI 4110N IA;11:0.2)
	
M	 COMMON /TRI/ A164 1•f1A 4 ► ,Cf6M1 0 6410VI401
	
•	 C
	
•	 DIMENSION GAMMAlwoorTA1641
RETAIJ/1^111Jr1
	
•	 sAMMA IJF 01JF 1 /Or TA I.IF 1
	10	
5OT 
00F1 
PI A^ 10 ( .j ► /1 E TAI •1
100 :144AI	-116 11)•^It^^^A^"At
	 II	 OUTA111
LAfTOI JF
	IM	 V1LI;RAMMAILI
	
If	 00 200 KsI#LAST
iol K
200 VETURNAMMAII ► •C111*V11*111RETA111
	
It	 FNO
ORIGINAL, PAGE; IS
OP POUR QUALITY
C15
MICRON•Sn112111•SU•ION
1 SUBROUTINE SUNIONIlNA110JM«It(.F.,r.r0lST•CS10r!
	
}	 `••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •.•••••••••••••••w•••••••••••••
	
J	 c	 SUfROUTtNE FOR GEN ► R ATI NG ION IMPLANT OAT&C••............••••••••••••••••••••••••••••s•0••••••0••0••••••••w•
IMPLICIT o0U•
CC
LE PR[CIlIONI&•01.0.21
DIMENSIONOTflIttSM•&RI
155.0
JM•JNA1 /2
	
to	 1/IrIJM^•LT.i•0•S1 islet
R [AO 
111113"lo.
MA1 R► . NP.YOLT100 rOIt" 
	
1
	13	 PRINT 0	 cMs•R'•1RP1Y0` T CSTOP 	 .
•	R 	 200roRMAT^	 •	
N
/ / M 0 C N	 •• 10	 N•7. 2 •R' • • l pp ••• MICRON•/
	
^S	
• IN 0 0R^PIA NT E A^ •Sr10 S•^^9fT^•S1• CS
^1 A'^I;NT ^IaN WITH
	
•	 •	 •	 9"S"I
f	 :rl^•$•^ 1 R•RP R•;•R1 •4f 1	 •	 • 1 (i^ ►wp • •O••
•00 1 J .JJMA1
	
0	 ! C•11!•J^•iMA1.OE1^i•p.S•IIrD1ST•rlJl•R ► 1JORri••2!
21
00 2 J•1•JMA1)
	
It	 3 00 3 1.209Cliff, JI•C•111•J1
	
tS	 2 RE TURN
	
16	 ENO
NICIRON•s1112111•ANC
1 SURROUTIN(	 AN[IIMi11.,IMA11.1 .r0^M.TlME•K +OrI•TEMr.TMA1.KOTt010.
2 •	 rd I ST • t AM11NT i
C •• SUtAROUTINE *RITES	 T R ANSIENT	 DATA	 b N DATA rIEE ON	 UNIT	 11	 ••
C•• ••
bOU•LF	 rRFCISION	 [Ri. 1• r.TIM 4 .TFM,N•TMA1 emir l•IIO.tOIST
COMMON	
O10 01MENSION101111Au.AM1
11 bIMENSION	 1(119r11)
12 BATA	 IDOt.IAINK/IwS01W
^ 2
KOti•KOTI.1
M MA4Kw100L1!i IrIKbTi•GT.1!
	 MAR.Gift1NK
q CO
YI4	 TE111•r001	 MARK
•
rOMMAT(iN
frT•
pQ01A1
IrIKOT1.11	 60	 t 0 	2
It *RITE(11•l001	 Oft
	
TMA10tEM^.rpIST
20 *RtTE(11020OIK•IMARI+,IMA1I•IAM8NT
2 20C rORMATIIN
*RiTE(11.1	 0)	 I111I.1.2.11(A1^1
vv•1101
*RItE(11•01	 rlf
	
01w1.JMA1
	 1I
S *1&i1TKr11i` `NMOn1	 MAR.
26 2 CONTINUE
27
•
MR1TE111.2pp01	 `M
• I
11Mr*RITr111•IOCI
00	 JJNA11	 1	 •1
^[RIII•,i i*Rl1rf7	 . A 0f0
21 j
1.20101.111
*RIT E(!1.1001	 110111. /w 01MA11!
22
72
ICO roRMAt11w	 .f(	 S•K1
PRINT
	 2006i K0^1
34 300 FORMAT11M p .101• • KM T I	 •	 0.110/1
3S RETURN
)A rNe
4ICRON•SnS2111 8xTY 	
Ctt,
	
1	 SURROUTiNE xTjIIM; XIS.1MAxl^Jf^t, 1w+TiM[^RiDiI^T [Mt^TM;x^[IIT1^Rp^
	2 	 • TDIiT^1AMRNTI
MC••••a••••;•••••••;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••;••t•••••••••s•
	
S	 `	 SUSROUt!N! READS TwE TRANSIENT DATA FILE nN UNI T
 it
OOURLt PRECISION • I^x^^.TIM[^f EM► ^TMAx.AF1^x0^TO1fT
COMMON /CON/CC II&M*6+1)
pO
hIMEEEN',0N x0``l^1
T;NKOTMARM><^IM
1
iI"A4K•N^ 100 1 
KO 
To E
	
s	 ^ CAD tit•I^bl 0111" Al .TEMF.TDIST
i T ppQp iORMAT{1{
1N005Ec1^.•;xI*,1MAx1*1AM/NT
I00 fro At IN •t101
	
19	 REA0111•IOb1 11111a1.ItIMAxt)
	20	 RCADIII91001 ITII1sIw1sJMAXI1
	
i
!	 REA0111,1001 MARK
	
s	 S CONTINUE
	
23	 READ111.2001 LM
	
24	 REA0111^1001 TIMT
	
2S	 00 1 ,1eJMAx1.11•1
	
26
	 1 R
E
EA0111.1001 IC^1;I.J1 t•2,IMAx11
	
2•	 ) CONT11111001 floe I to^^IMAx11NU
X00 fORMAT11N0 AA)
	
0	 C	 APPLY ►ER10611 S.C..
	
31	 ► MAl2•IMAxt•1
	
32	 IM; x SIMAAt•I
	
))	 00 1 Jw1#JMAx1
C6III A J/ ; C/11) J1
	
M	 ,
	
I
`	 ' CD11tMAx:0J1•Ca11rMAx,J1
	
1	 CMpuRN
C17
MICkON*SnS2(11•PLOT
	
1	 SUBROUTINE PLOTICS ► IMAXI ► JMAXIvNI
C	 SUBROUTINE P LOTS TwE TWO DIMENSIONAL PROFILE
	
S	 C	 IN THE OUTTPUT PRINTOUT IF (PLOT n I
	
6	 C
	
a	 DOUBLE PNECISION C81 ► CS
	
9	 COMMON /CON/C6Ijhm 64j
	
1 0
	DIMENSION STNBL12119WI NE143)
OIMEENS ON ttX1321
DATi S^NO
	 IMA ► 1H 	 : ► IN •!HC ► IM .lHD ► lw ► IME ► IN ► INF•IH ►
• !MG ► 1H * IN" ► IY^!► IM ► l MJ ► I N •EMK/
	
!S	
DATA DOT
^
 STAB /tM..IM•/ ►W21/
DATA IX/ 	 ► 	 14T ► 1H ► IMA•IHX ► IMI.IHS•VO*IM /
	
16	 IMAX.IMAX1-1
	
+j	 PRINT it
	
19	 tACT•1ALOGt0(CSl.ATI/IFLOAT(KP-111
	
20	 K n O
	
21
	 no 2 JuJMAXt.I ► - 1
H00 1 1.2.tMAX1
IFIC911E ► J1•LE•0•n ) GO TO 3
	
25	
3 K'IIALOGIO(CB1(I.,I)I.AT)/FACT)+1.0
CONTINUE
	26	 IF1K•LT•ll ULINE(t)•OOT
	
26	 1 jF(K•GT•KPINULINF(II.STARlIJE111a5YMBLlK)
70 2 PRINT X 10VNIL ►► 	 IIILINF I II ► 1 8 2,IMA,	 I•(ULtNEl1!9I8IMAX.2•.II
31 PRINT	 12
32 PRINT	 13
33 PRINT	 14 ► SYMBLIKPI.CS
34 KO•KP•1
6 CBLwIO.iit11.1)#FACT+ATt
37 CBH.IC.•+lIeFA(T+AT)
38 4 PRINT	 IS.	 SYMRL(t1 ► CRw ► CBL
30
9 PRINT
4 !
Q
11
t
16
`	 j
FORMATf1H1; f IMPUA1 y ^
.
f NCENTRA TTnN	 PROFILE'/
42
Y3 12
•l W0.41(I HM ).///)
FORMAT(IM	 .IX.5QijM^ ► / / j M 	.IX	 ')
44 13 FORMAT(	 / ► 1M0 ► 'SY M BOLIC	 R F P EENTATI	 N	 nF	 CONtENT R AT/0N RANfiiSA
45 •//INO•T10.'STM801_t ► T3w	 'CONCENTRATION	 RANGE'/IM	 •TIO ► 6(tM•I ► T30.
+1911H•)/	 'HO•T13.1 H ^.T^ 9 .'ABOVE	 SURFACE	 CONC• ► )46
42 14 FORMAT(IH	 ► Tl3^A1•T2 q .'AT	 f5	 •	 •.F.10.31
4S 15 FORMAT(IM	 •T13 ► Ai. 3X . ► LESS	 THAN : .E)0.3.3X.'GREATER	 THAN
	 M R	 EQUAL
50 16,FORMATII4 ,T13 * IH.#729s @ BEL_O*	 I.n3OEll'1
SI RETURN
S2 END
C19
yICRON•SeSttIl
1
3 C•
4 co
5 C•
6 C•
7 Co
• C•
9 Co
op C•
t^ 2 C•
15``
tCi
^7 C•It
2!
C•
C•
23 C!
24 C•
25 C•
26
28
29
30
31
33
34
3S
37
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4T
4
48
50
51
52
54
SS
7
S9
61
63
64
6S
66
67
6e
69
70
71
72
•CONDEP
FUNCTION CONDEP(M.N.I.J.MIN.MAX.rnNVAL)
• LOCATES CONCENTRATIO N CONTOU R S ALONG EITHER
• A VE R TICAL OR Mn R IZn N TAL GRID LINE. EITHER
• LINEAR OR LOGRITHIMIC INVERSE INTERPOLATION
• CAN BE USED*
• A	 - A RRAY TEINA CONTOURED
	
IOIMENSIONED
	 •
• (M.4)
	 i N	 CALLING PROGRAM	 •
•	 1.J	 - NON -ZFR O VALUE SPECIF/FS 6910 LI N E	 •
• TO BEEE CONTO URED• POSITf
gV
g E VAL`UE FOR	 +
LOGRiTwIOMtCPINTERP0C ATION•ILjTHER
	
••
• f	 OR J M UST BE ZERO*	 •
• CONVAL- CONOUR V ALUE	 •
i MIN.
	 - MINIMUM ANA MA X I M UM SuRSCRIPTS OF	 •
MAX ZERO L;NE TO BE CONTOURED.	 (MAT BE
	 •
IF ENTIRE G R ID LINE	 IS To BE	 •
• CONTOUOE0.1	 •
• CONDEP- POSITInN Or CONVAL ON G R ID LINE*	 IF	 +
+ CONVALIS OUT OF RANGC OF GRin LINE
	 •
• VALUES CONDEP RETURNS A VALUE OF	 •
•	 ZERO.
IMPLICIT DOUBLE POECISIONIA-M.O-ZI
COMMON /CON/A(64.441
no 100 181614
DO 100 JsI.N
100 IFIA(I.J1•LT-1-0-1001 A(I.J)-I.D-100
ILOG•l
IF ll• a E.0 ) GO TO 10
it	 *I
TMIN+MIN
IMAX+MAX-1
IF ( MIN . E0.0) IMiN-I
IF ( MAX.E0.01 IMA X M-1
IF (J•LT . 0) ILOG--1
JINC +0
JMINmIABS(J)
JMAX+JMIN
GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
JINCal
JMIN+MIN
JMAXsMAX-1
IF ( MIN.EG.0) JMINu1
IF ( MAX E9 0 JMAXON-1
IF 11.090) ILOGw- i
IINC n O
IMIN+IASSII)
IMAX+IMIN
20 CDN'i INUE
CONDEP+0.0
n0 4S II+IMIN.IMAX
00 40 JJ+J MIN .JMA11
IFICONVAL.LT A M TNi (A (Ii JJ1 Afli+ilNC JJ+JINC)I
I.OR.CnN V AL-Gt•AMAX I (AI ^rJJ^.At I # IN 11
	
))
260 TO 40
IF (ILOG.LT.0) GO TO30
CONDEP-(( CONVAL-A( Ilr JJ1)/(A(II+11NCrJJ+,IINC1-A(It.JJIII
I+FLOAT(II•IINC+JJ•JINC)
RETURN
30 CONTINUE
CONLOGSALOGID(CONVALI.
CONDE P• ((CONLOG-nL O GIn ( A(11.JJ))1/(DLOGIn(A(fl + IINC.JJ+JINC))-
InLOGin(A(If.JJI)II+FLOAtlf1•IINC+JJ•JINCI
RETURN
40 CONTINUE
45 CONTINUE
RETURN
FND
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c 1
MICRON•SnS211).MA1N
2 [•..•• ii•.•.il..•!••....•••.i...•.is^as•.•i••..•.i.•.•.!.•.•....•
3 C.• •.
4 C.• PROCSIM	 it ++
•
C oo
SOLUTION OF DIFFUSI ON P ROBLEM FOR SILICON ON SA PPHIRE ••
C•• ••• NORM ALIZED SOLUTION ••• ••
• C.. ..
C.• ••
2 C•• DATA
	
I S RFAO r ROM DECK	 iN FOLLOWING SE QUENCE: •+
13 C• ♦ ..
iS Co: FIRST	 CARD= ••TOLISt	 N OF	 TIME STE P S	 BE SKIPPFO WHILE PR)N T ING +•
16 C++ IFILE	 - PUT	 1	 TO WRITE ON FiLE	 ANn ALSO Tn LOCA T E .•
1
7 C•+ CONTOUR POc UiTIn N CON T OUR FRONT MOVEMENT DATA	 IS ••
8 .. WRITTEN ON
	
NiT
	 AND CONCENTRATION PROFILE
	 iS ++
19 C+• WRITTEN ON UNIT	 110 ••
20 C+• LFILE - N OF TIME	 STEPS	 TO RE SKIPPED NMIIE MRI T ING ON Ft1E ++
21 C+• IPLOT - PUT	 1	 TO p10T P ROFILE	 iN PR INT OUT •+
22 C.• IREAO - PUT	 I	 TO *FAD DATA FROM FiLE •.
- PUT 2 TO R&AO [ON IMPLANT DATA ANn TO ..
Z3
C::
00 REDISTRIBUTION. •.
2S C+• JSTEP . N OF DA T A S TEPS	 TOE REAn FROM FiLE	 IF IRE	 n 	 1 ••
26 C.•
JO
IMAXt.JMAXI	 - N OF G R tn POINTS	 IN X	 AND Y DI REC T ION ..
27 C.+ RESPFCTIvELY•CNECK DIMENSION BEFO RE CHANGINA ••
8 C.+ FORMAT FIELD - 8110 ••
29 C•. •.
4
++
C++
Sf ONO C ARO'
JS P • puT D IF COYS T . SOURCE OI F F.	 iS DESI RED.
•^
••
32 C.• - PUT	 1	 iF	 RFnIST;IRUTION	 IS nESi RED. ^•
3 C++ PUTa	 i	 IF	 TMO-SEP OIFF.	 IS DESI R ED ••
34 C•+ ORINT	 PUT	 I	 FOR j00 CRYSTAL ORIENTATION ••
i
5 C•+ PUT	 2 FOR	 ► !0 CRYSTAL ORIENTATION ••
6 ++ - PUT	 3 FOR	 Ill	 CRYSTAL ORIENTATION .•
37 C.+ AMRNT	 PUT	 i	 F OR DRY n X YGEN •+
38 t.• PUT 7 FOR cTEAM ••
39 C++ PUT	 3 FOR wlTRnGEN ••
40 C++ FIELD	 311n • n
41 C.. ••
4 2 C++ THIRn CARD. •+
43 C!• CSUR • SUBS T RATE na P INn / I.EIS •+
44 C•+ CS - SURFACE CO NCEN TR ATION/LEIS ••
45 C.+ TEMP •	 TEMPERATURF
	
IN OEG.	 CENT• ••
4 6 C++ TMAX	 - NORMALIZATInN	 TIME	 IN SECOND •^
47 C!. THIS WAS NO EFFECT 	 IF LAMOA
	
IS SPE!IFIEO AS D ATA •+
48 C++ X nIST.	 YDIST	 - MOTH AND THiCKNESSt1N MICRON) OF THE TWO ••
49 C++ DIMENStnNAL REGION	 iN QUEST ON .•
50 C.! OxTWtC - W1DTHO N MiCRn N )	 OF TaE nXIOE	 IN ^HE REGION ••
5t C.+ OELT - NORMALIZED TIME STEP i!
52 C++ FORMAT FIcLD	 - 8FI0.3 +•
S3 C+• ••
E
.+
!!
FORTH CARD)
IMTYPF	 -	 PECIF Y TY P L	 nF	 IMPURITY BY PUTTING N OR P ••
S6 C•+ NO SPEC.	 1 5 NECESSARY	 iF	 i T	IS BnRON ••
57 C+• iMPUTY	 - PUT	 8n R Orj.A R Si N IC•	 PHnSPNf}ROUS OR	 ANY +•
58 C.! OTHER N AME* ••
59 C++ EA	 -	 ACTIVATION	 ENF R 6 y OF THE DIFFUSION +•
60 C++ iF	 BLA N K	 AND	 A O RDN DIFF..	 D/TA	 IS SUPPLIED	 INTERNALLV ++
61 C++ DI	 -	 niFFUSiVIT Y	CnNST.	 OF	 THE	 IMPURITY	 • +•
62 C+• IF	 BLA N K	 A ND	 Q O RON	 DIFF..	 DATA	 IS SUPPLIED	 INTERNALLY +•
63 C++ FIEtD	 A4.44 4 .7 F 10.3 ++
64 C++ ++
6S C+• FIFTHCARD: ++
66 C+• ID	 -	 inEN T 1FiCA T ION COMMENT	 TO	 BE	 PR INTED ON	 TO P OF .+
67 C+• PROFILE
	
PRINT	 OUT ++
68 C+• ITEST - PUT 0 TO READ	 LAMDA FRnM n ATA	 DECK !+
69 C++ CSTOP	
-	
CONCENT R ATI ON /t • EIS	 AT	 WHiCH	 SIMULATION	 STEPS !•
70 C++ WHEN	 THE LF FT	FND CORNER nF StLICMN	 AND SAPPHIRE .•
71 C.• INTERFACE	 oEACHES	 THIS	 VALUEiDURING PREDEPI !.
72 C.! FORMAT	 Fic L D	 -	 15A4.i5.FiS99 +•
73 C++ +'
74 COO SIXTH	 CARDtUSE	 IF	 LSTPb]1; ••
7S C+• RDTEMP	 - REDiSTRiRUTION TEM P E R A T URF +•
76 C.! ROTMAX	 -	 REDISTRIR . I T ION	 NORM.	 TiMF ++
77 C++ REDiSTRiAUTiON	 FINAL	 TIMF	 IS	 i• •+
76 C++ R nOLT	 -	 RCDttSTRIRtLTION	 N ORM.	 TI M E	 STEP. +•
79 C.. XOA
	
-	
REDISTRIBUTin N	INITIAL
	
OXInF	 THICKNFSS	 iN	 CM ++
ORIGINAL PAGE
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80 C•• *MERE	 SURF.
	 CONC.
	
*d5 cS ••
at
62
C•• X OR	 -	 QE01STRl8 U T1n N
	INI T IAL	 OXInF	 T HtCKNISS	 IN CM ••C•• WHERE
	 SU R F.. MAS THE
	
TeIcK 0XIOi ••83
84
C•• CM •	 SEGREGATION COErFICINT,
	 GFNfRATFD
	
INTERNALLY
	 IF ••C•• IMPURITY	 IS RORON AND NO VALUE
	 IS GIVEN ••
as COO FIELD 4F1O.3 •^
86 C••
8 COO SEVENTH	 CARDIUSE wMEN
	 ITEST•OI2 i.
is COO LAMDA • LAMDA••2/I.E-3 •• 
89 C•• FORMAT FIELD . F10.3 •^
9+0
+
h
Ccc••
Cii CCAAR pp IU tS
t EE	 IF jljj :E&D• 211
CC
GMTM
••
••
93 C•• ^AXIMPMAX, I NCENT ATt ON ^•94 C•• RP . RANGE OF DISTRIBUTION• MEAN VAL UE	 IIN MICRON	 I ••9S C•• OR ► 	STRAGGLE.
	
STkNDARD DEVIATION.
	
(IN MICRON
	
) ••
96 C•• VOLT -	 IMPLANTATION ENC RGY LEVEL	 IN KEV ••97
CO:•
C•FIELD a•63EI,F10,5 ••
98 •.
-
Q
99
Q
C
C••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••0••••••••••••
!v! IMPLICIT DOUBLE	 PR CISION	 tA-M.0.2)
10 INTEGER ORINT I AMRN
	 -
103 DOUBLE PRECISION K8,Nf
	
LAMDA
104 COMMON
	
/TRI/
	 A164),BIA^),D(64),E164),V(64)
1 0t
1
COMMON /CON/
	 C41t
	
4 64)
X(64	 1DIMENSION	 .	 419	 C6t64,641 6
	[82464964),	 6(44,641. IO(!SI
107 DIMENSION	 IMTYPE(1),
	
t MPUTY(4),	 /RRON141_
1 08 DIMENSION	 XnLASTtA41,	 X 0(6 4 ),	 DRRX O(641	 YPt641
nI MENSION	 I MR T (71 . lORN T t11 • IOOXt2I . IN1	 121 , ISTMt11
110 C
III C DEFINE
	
COMPUTING Ft1NCTiONS
112 C
113
114 QHS(Q,Gi,G3,C10.Cng.0 pot ^000*0^tG1•C20*GJ•C10)RATIOIC•CSUR,NI).(	 •CSUBI /(2,•N{1
11
5
6
ROOTtRATIO)•VpSQRT(1RATI0••21*t i 01
117
+R00T)••slFU(RATIO,ROnT)8(tQA In/ROOT
CALL	 ERTRAN	 (9,1nATE,ITIMEI
Ile C
119 C RFAD	 SIMULA T ION	 INt T IA1	 DATA
i f? READ	 360 9 	LIST,IFTLE . IF)LE.IPLOT . IREAD•JLTEP . IMAXI#JMAX1
122 READ	 360,	 JSTP,ORINT.AMBNT
IN IF(IRE	 .E9.21	 JSiP^IREAD	 3 SS.	 CSUB , CS. , TMAX,XDIST , YDIST , nXTHIC.DELTTEMP
125 READ	 320•
	 IMTYPE.I"PUTY,EA,01
!26
1 27
READ	 380,	 ID	 )TEST.CSTOP
IF	 tJSTP.GT.bI	 RF A D	 (5 } 370,ERR=310)	 RDTEMP,RDTMAX.RDDLT,XOA,XOR:CM
128 IF	 (ITEST.EQ.0 1	RFAD	 f b s3 7 0.ERRm jI0I	 LAMnA
129 C
130 C OFFINF	 DATA:
1 3 2 C KP - ROLTZMANN'S CnNSTANT{JS C J1_IM	 OF	 ALLOW AaLE	 ITERATIONS
1 34 C DVLIM - ALLO*tsjE F RR OR	 IN CONVERGENCE
135 C TIMAX - NORMAI
	 En TIME AT *HICH 51MULATInN STOPS
136 C EAG	 AND	 DIb	 -	 RORnN DIF F USIVITY	 DATA
137 C
1 3 8 DATA	 EAB.DIP
	 /3.S900,1917DO/
1 39 nATA	 TBRON	 / 4 HBOR0! 4 HM	 04H	 .4H
1 40 DATA	 NYP.IPT	 /IHN,IHP/
1 4 1 nATA	 KB	 /8.616D-S/
1 4 2
1 4 3
nATA	 JLIM, p VLI M	/60.1.0 .8/	 •TIMAX	 /1.00/
1 44
DATA	 TOOX/	 HDRY	 OY.6HYGEN
nATA	 iNIT/6wNITRnG.64FN
1 45 nATA	 ISTM/6HSTEAM
146 C
1 4 7 IF	 IIM P UTY.FQ.I p Rn N )	 IMTYPF•IPT
1 4 8 TER•O
149 IF	 (JSTP •E Q.I.ANn.IRFtD . E0.D1	 IER•I
150 IF	 ti MP U T Y,NE.ISRnN.A y1)EA.E0.0.001
	 1ER•1
151 IF	 iiM P uTY,NE.IRRON.AND.DI.EQ•O.nnl
	 )ER n I
152 IF	 (IFR.EQ91)	 PRINT	 %%0
1 5 3 IF	 IIE R •EQ.i)	 GO	 TO
1 54 IF	 (I MTYP E.FQ.I P T1	 ITYPE•O
I56 IF	
lIMTYP E .FQ.NYPI	 ITYPEO1
IF	 ( IM P U T I.FQ.IRRn N .AND.EA.EQ,0.n0)	 EA•EAB
157 IF	 (IM P U T Y.EQ.IBRA N .AND.Di.EQ.0.nn1
	 DI•DIB158 PRINT
	 410•
	 ID
159 PRINT	 330.	 IMPUTY.IMTYPE
C21
160 NAMELiST	 /PUT/	 LISTeirILE•LF:LE.iPLOT,iRFAD,JSTEP,IMAWI,.I14AXI,J4TP
161
162
1.ORiNT.APJNT.	 SUR.CS	 TEMP,T MAx.x-. iST,v01%T,OXTNlc
	 DELT,EA,DIotTrST
2,CSTOP,LADA,
	
OTisP,^nTMRODLTAX..XOA^XOB.CM^JLIM,DVL114TIMAX
163 WRITE	 (&,PUT)
164 C
16S REFORMATION OF COMiUTiN6, 6r.OMETRjC AND P HY S ICA L PARAMETERS
1 67 1FfJST ► •EQ•0.OR.J4TP.AT•!)	 1CON0si
1 641 iF(iCOND.EQ•1)	 AMRNTs^
!70
fi(AMBNT•NE•31
	 xD/ST•XDiST•1.o•4
fF(AMBNT•NE.3)
	 YniST•YDISTsI.O.41; 2 iFfAMRNT.NE•3)	 OXTMiCsOXTNIC0190-4
173 KOTIaoMAXt-I
174
iMAXsiMAXI•)
iMAX2s1MAX1#1
174 fin TO %
^7e
oF(ImAXDDItaT.31
1M MRNT•NE.31 DEI_X•6.D•4
179 GO To 4
t o o 5 OELXsXDIST/FLOATIIMAXts31
III 6 OELYsY01ST/FLOAT(.IMAX)
142 CSUesCSUBO1,D15
lea CSTOPsCSTOP61.015
1 8 4 LAMDAsLAMDAsl.0-3
J os cs•cs.l.ole
166 T n TEMP•273.
1 8 7 WiNOOsfXDIST-OXTMIC)#IgD•s
Iee 6MsCM
leg C M•1.0
190 TMX•TMAX
191
192
iF(AMBNT.EQ.1)
	
iM:T(1)•IOOX(t)
tFfAMBNT.EQ.1)	 iMT(2)si00X(2)
1 9 3 iF(AMGNT•EQ.21	 IMATs1STM
194 IF(AMRNT•EQ93)	 IMRTII)sINIT(I)
1 9 5 iF(AMRNT.EQ.31
	 iM:Tj2)sINIT(2)
1 9 6 IF(ORiNT.EQ•I	 inRNTTs^1Oct
1 9 7 IF(ORiNT•EQ.2)	 tnRNT•:tlp•
1 9 41 1FfOR1NT•EQ.	 !	 InRNTs^It
199 C
20 10
C CALCULATE	 DISTANCi	 X AND	 Y
202 C
203
00	 10	 l•2.)MAXI
X(i)sfi-2)*DELX
204 t0 tF	 fX(I).LE. W INnO )	 r•1
20S no	 20 J s I,J MAX 1
206 20 Y(J)s(J•I)*RELY
207 00	 30	 I n 2,I MAX1
208 30 XOLASTft)sXOA	 _
209 no
	 31	 JsJMAXI,I,.I
210 31 YP(J)s(JMAXI•J)eflo/FI.OAT(JMAX)1
212	 C	 SPECIFY P R EDEP CONMITInNS
213	 C
214	 00 40 1 n 1,IMAx2
215	 00 40 J•I.JMAXI
216 CRII,JIs0.0
2!7 CRI(I.J1•0•0
219 40	 C6211,J)s0.0
219 no 50
	
Is29K
220 CR(I,JMAX11 n CS
2 22
CBI(i.JMAXIIsCS
50	 C62fI,JMAX1)sCS
223 TIMEsO.O
2 24 IMsO
226 C
224 C SPECIFY	 INITIAL	 PRnFILr
C228
229
iF(IREAO.EQ.21	 CAL L	5116104(IMAX).JMAXI.K.Y,YDiST,CSTOP) 	 .
IF	 (iREAD,E091)	 C i LL	 x Y Z	 liMFI,JMFI .x,Y,(M,TIME eKA,DFA,TMP,TIMx.JS
2 3 0 ITEP,XOLAST,YOIST,AMBNT)
231 IF(iREAO.EQ.1)	 TfmAAsTIME+I.O
232 STiMEsTiME
233 iF	 IJSTP,EQ.I)
	
ICnNDs7
234 C
23S C MEAD CONTOUR FRONT 	 MOVrMENT FROM nATA	 FILE
	
iF	 IREAD s	 1
236 C
237 iF	 (iREAD•EU•I )	CALL	 F R ON T	IIMI.,IMI.LA ,KC,TMPR,DFR,OLT,LM.I,K.nT1,x
236 101ST)
239 iF	 (iREAD,EQ•i )	PRINT	 4 309	 LM,T)ME,TMP,OFA,TIMX•iMF1,JMi1,KA
C22
2 4 0 IF	 (IREAD9EQ9I)	 PRINT
	
4 401
	
TM.-..nr8•LAIIMI•JMI
3
4
4^ IF
	 IIR3AD.NF91I	 GA	 TA	 6
IF	 I1IM	 1•NE.IMAXI.OR.,)M19NE•J M AX190R•KA.NE•K)	 IERG1
2 4 3 IF	 (IMI9NE•( M A X I.O M •JMI9NE•JMAXI.OR9KC9NF•K•OR•LA•NE•lM1
	 IERa1
244 IF	 (IFR9EQ•))	 PRIN T
	458
24S IF	 (IER•EQ•11	 GO	 TO	 310
2 0#4 C
2 47 C START	 SIMULATION STEP
248 C
?9 09 60	 I FF T IICON0•EO • I)	 GA T O	 70
Iwo
2St6
TEMPNRDTTMP
2 6 3
2 941
T•TEMP+2 3•
DELT99RDDLT	 PAGE 16ORIGINALTMAX^ROTMAX
2 S S IF ( AMRNT.NE.31 DEI T•orLT • TMAX 
	QUALMOF POOR266 IF(AMRNT9NE93)
	
T(MAXwT M AX
25: 70 CONTINUE
i 6 0 G
261 C
CALCULATE N1
262 TIMAX n TIMAX.DELT
263 CALL	 PARAM	 (NIIT)
364 DF nDIoOEXPt.EA/(Kq*T);IF	 (ITEST. NE•0)	 neI•oF*TMAX/1(YntST*I.D-4)••21
2 6 6 IFtAMRNT.NE.31
	 DFL n DF_
OrIE L A MDA
2 6 8 IF	 (ICOND9E09l)	 PRINT
2 IF	 (ICON04E0.2)	 PRINT	 350p
271
RRINT	 390•	 NI	 DF
PRINT	 420•	 IM^UTY.TEMP#DFI.TMAX
272 C
273 POIDI'M ELT)/(DELY0•21
2 7 4 0•(OFI•OELT)/(DElX**2)
276 C PRINT	 INITIAL	 PROFILE
277 C
278 CALL	 AUTPUT	 ( X9 Y.IMAXIIJMAXI9K•LM.JJ9TIMF•YDIST•InIITIME,XOLAST.279 s	 PTIMF90TIME•AMBNTI
280 IF	 ()REAO.E0.2•ANn•IFILE.E0.1)
	 CALL	 ARC	 (IMAXI•JMAXI9X9Y.LM•TIMr•K
281 1•DFI•TEMP,TMAX•KnTI•XnLAST.YDIST.AMBNT)
28 AM n 1.0
2 B 3 CC.1.O
2As 11081.0
3 IF	 IICOND
. NF..I)	 CALL	 A X DATA	 (AMRNT90R1NTOT•$Re86 ICC9AM.K8)
2 8 7 lF(ICnNO•EQ.2.ANn.GM.FQ•0.1
	 CM	 •AM
2 8 8 tF(ICOND.EQ.2.ANn.6M•NE.O•)
	 CM	 •6M
2 89 IFIICnND.F61.2) 	 P R INT	 4 21•	 IM8T.IORNT9811•CC•CM
290 C
29^ C START TIME STEP LAMP
293 80 LM•LM+1C
299
C STORF,	 N	 TH•	 R ESULT	 FOR	 R .H•S9911IL1
	
NOT	 BE	 CHANGED	 DURING
	
ITER•
TIMW IME+DE T
1F(ICOND•EQ.	 1	 STIME.TIME
299 PTIMF_ n TMX*STIMF
300 IF(ICONDoE0.2)	 PT/MEsTMX
301 nTIME.RoTMAX•(T)ME-STIME)
302 IFIAMRNT•NE.3)
	 OTIMEOTIME
303 00	 90	 t•l9IMAX2
305
00	 90	 J71.JMAXI
90	 CR2(1J)^C81(1•J)
306 IF	 IICOND.E4.1 ►	n	 TO	 110
307 C
306 C CALCULATE	 OXIDE
	
THICKNrSS
309 C
310 IF(AMANT.NE.31	 Gn	 TO	 95
311 nO	 94	 1 n 2•IMAXI
312 94	 XO(I) n XOLAST())
3^4 95 PS n BBADELT
315 OS nAA/CC
316 DO	 100	 102•IMAXI
317 XO(t)•XOLAST(t)+PS/f'.•XOLAST(1)+OS)
318 100	 DRRXO(I)•(Xo1O.XOL1'iT(I))/DELI
319 X0(1)•X0(2)
i
C23
32 0 	 IFIIYDIST-O.4S*Xn1111.LT.00 Iva i) no TO 310
321	 110 CONTINUE
322	 0[LY•tl./FLOAT(JMAXII*(YOIST•094%OXOLAST(211
334	
IFiAMRNT.NE.3) P•1DFI*DELT)/(DELYf*2)
326	 C	
JM.Q
327	 C	 START ITERATION LonP
328	 C
319 120 JJ•JJ+1
3 0 IF	 IJJ•G T .JLIMI	 PRINT	 4 00 * 	CTER
33 IF	 tJJ * GT•JLIM)	 an	 To	 290
33 C TRANSFER SOLN.
	 V ECTOR F R OM LAST	 tTERA•	 FOR CAL•	 OF G
334 C
335 00	 130	 I•I;IMAX2
336 00	 130 J•I^JMAKI
130 CRtl
	
J) wa I(I.J)
C
339 C CAL.G
3 4 0 C
3 4 1 DO	 140	 I•I;IMAX2
342 DO	 140 J•I*JMAX1
3
43 RA•RAT1o(C0II.J),CSUO,NI1
44 RD• ROOT( RA)
34S
14 0 G(I•J1•FUIRA.10)
11 4
C
347 C SOLVE
	
SYSTEM	 IN Y n1RECT10N
C349 DO	 220	 I•2s(MAXI
360 C
C CALCULATE	 THE
	 COEFF•	 IN	 Y	 DIRECTInN
352 C
3 5 3 SR•0.
3S4 00	 150 J•2sJMAX
Gl•IG(1.J)+G(I+1,.1))/2.0
G2 n IGII.J)+G(t9J+1))/2.0
357 G3•tGt1.J1+Glt't.J))/2.0
359 G4•tG(I.JI +G(t 	 J'i))/2.0f0IFIAMRNT.EC.31	 Go	 1.51
SR
•O.4S*DRRXO(I)ot TP (,1 )• t.D) O DELT/OELY 0136
15! CONTINUE
362 A(J)••P*64
363 R(J)•1.+9*(GI+G31+P*(G2+G4)+5R
3 6 4 0(J)m-PeG2'S4.
366 150 E(J)•RHStO*6I.63,C8(1.1•J)*CR2(1.J)eC811+I*J11
366 C
367 C PUT ROUNDANY	 CONDITION ON	 Y	 AXIS
368 C
369 R(21•A42)+812)
3 7 0 A(218090
371 IF	 (ICOND.NE911	 GO	 TO	 17D
372 IF	 11.61.1)	 GO	 TD	 140
E(JMAXI N
	
MAX).DtJMAX)*CS
374 MAX1.O.O
37S GO	 TO	 180
3 7 6 l6O CONTINUE
377 8(JMAX)•e(JMAXI#D(JmAX)
376 n(JMAX)20.0
3
79
80 170
GO	 TO	 180
IF	 (AMEN	 .EG.31	 DR%O11).0.
361 HAw-DELY•11./CM^0.4S)•DRQXO(1)
382 wAm2.*DF1
383 HK1•HA/(HR*G(I,.IMAXI))
384 MK2 n HA/(N 0*G(1,,1MAX1)
385 B(JMAX)68( JMAKI+1(I.+HK21/11.•w11))+DI ► MAX)
386 D(JMAX) n 0.
387 180 CONTINUE
388 C
3 8 9 CALL	 TR10AG	 (2..1MAX1
3 9 1 C CnNVERT	 MATRIX	 SOL11TIoN
C3 9 3 no	 1 9 0	 J•2sJMAX
3 9 4 CR111.J)•V(J)
39S 193 CONTINUE
396 C
397 C PUT	 ROUNDARY	 VALUFA	 IN	
Y
396 C
3 99 CRl(l1l)vCRI(I0 )
I
C24
400
	 IF (IC0t4 0.NE•11 60 TO 21n
401	 IF (I•GT•K) GO TO 20
1402	 CRI(I•JMAAXII•CS
4	 200	 CSt11 •JMAX l1 •tRI (I•.1MAX I 	 ORIGINAL PAGE 16
04	 210 CONTINUED	 OF POOR QUALITY
NQ7	 CCee1( •JMAX11•fll•^MK2!/(I•.HKIII^C8l11.JMAK)
4 8	 Ti1tt+lt•JMAXI)•LT•1•nw300) CRI(I.JMAXt)•1.0.300
14
p
9 220	 CONTINUE
M	 i C PUT BOUNDARY	 VALUF_#	 IN AXIS X('ERIODIC BOUNDARY)
41f C
414
00	 230	 J n 1 •.)MAX 1
•C81(3..OCAI I1•J
230	 CRI(IMAX2•JI•CItI(IMAX•J)
416 C
417 C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
418 C
440 (JJ•EO.1)	 60 TO	 12nIF
421 00	 240
	
16191MAXI
41:12 DO 2 4 0 J•1•JMAX
423 IF	 ICeI(I.J).iE•0.0)	 GO	 TO	 240
424
42S
CTEST•OATS((Cat(1•J)•CR(I.J)I/C81(t•,1))
426
TO 240IF	 IC	 ES	 •LE.nVLIM )	GO
CTER n OMAXI(CTrST•CTERI
426 240
	
CONTINUE
421
IF	
(IC*NE•OI	 60 T O	170j430
431
4jj 00	 241	 1 n 1•I
T •u
 
MAXI(
DO	 241
	
J n l	 .IM 
" 4 ! h . no)	 CAt ( I•JI n C8111•Jl
434 1FIJM.EG•ll	 GO	 TO	 120
441 6
6 C PRINT RESULTS
437 C
438 IS•LM/LIST;LIST.LM	
-
439 IF	 (IS•EO.01	 GO	 T M	 251%
440 IF	 (T1ME•G^•TI M AX	 ANO.CS.NE •0.0)	 GO	 TO	 2%0
ICONO.EN•I)	 260IFICR1(2•1
	
.GE•CS^O P .A N o	 60	 TO1414
4 14 IFICRI12Q.II.GE •CSTOP.ANO.CS•EO.O.tf•ANO•JSTP•EO•1)	 60	 TO	 P50
14144 2SO	 CALL O OUTMUT	 1X•Y.IMAXI•JMAX1•K•LM.JJ•TIMr•YDIST•ln•ITIMF.XO•
44S
446
•	 PTIMF• pTIME	 AMDNf
CALL
	
SHREJN	 ICSUR.	 DIST.JMAXI.Y.TIME•DELT•OELY•TEMP#TMAX•lf1LF•rTY
447 IPE.AMRNT•XO(2))
444
IF	 IIPLOT•N`	 11	 Gn	 TO	 26 p
CALL	 PLOT	 (C'^•IMAX1•JMAXI.K1
450 C
45551 C STORE
	
TRANSIENT	 pATA
ys
C TO 27026C	 IF	 (IFILE•EO.OI	 Gn
IT nLM/LFILE•LFILE•LM
4S5 IF(IT•EO.0)	 GO	 TO	 265
456 IFITIME•GE•TI MA X)	 GO	 TO	 26%
457 1FtCR1(2•l).GE•CST OP, A N D•ICONO•EA.1)	 GO	 TO	 266
458 60 TO
146
e
266	 T
265
^	 Kn Tj ^fXC b •;of1KIiOFI1.TE M 0TMA	 AM ^NT10
461 C
462 C
463 C LOCATE CONTOUR POSI T ION	 AND STARE	 pATA
464 C
46S 266	 CONTINUE
466 CALL	 F R ONT	 IIMAXI . JMAXI.LM . K•TEMP.DFI•bE1T•JSTEP . P)•KOTI.XOISTI
467 270 CONTINUE
466 C
469 C GO	 TO NEXT	 TIME	 STrP
C14 71 IF	 (CRl(1.1)•GE.C4 T 0P.AND•ICOND.FO •t)	 GO	 TO	 290
472 IF
	
ITI M E•GE.TI M AXI	 GO	 TO	 29n
473 Xo(Il n Xo12)
474 DO	 260	 I n 2•IMAXI
y j6 ?AD
	 I ) n XO111rO XhANI
4 77 290	 IF	 ITT JSTP•GT.I•ANn•ICONO.EG•11	 GO	 TO	 300
To	 310
479 300	 T/MAX n TIME+I•
C25
MAO IFIAMANT • NE.31	 TIMAX • TIME*RDTmA1
0461 IC0N0.2
46 GO TO 60
411 3 310 PRINT	 450VIVoE0901
M3t
46
C 
330
FORMAT	 tA4	 4A4	 2i ► 0	 31
FORMAT	 IIHb•	 O	 •'1 M ^URI T Y	 •	 • •'1A4.2X• 4 IMPURITY	 TYPE	 •	 '•A4)
41111
348
FORMAT	 I^H^.10 x •'•••	 P R EDEPOSITION CYCLE	 00611
9999;N119 5 3 FORMAT	 (	 M	 20x.9• ••	REOISTRIBUTION CYCLE
FORMAT	 16I1^1490 360
491 370
6
FORMAT	 111EE10.5
115A4•!FORMAT	 •i^5.9 ►
9341
9
494
390
%TO
FOR MAT	 //•IM011Ox9'NI	 •	 • 010.3%x•'Qit	 • N10631 9 1
Fp g MAT	 ^//	 iM01l0119'ITERAA TI!ON 	 p I D	 NO TTQNYEER
R b11LC MFORMAT	 11"1.1011•'•••
	
904UT10N
	 Of	 01Ff6s10FOR	 SILICON.	 .1 0
1 •II'^^NORMALIZED)
	
SOLUTI ON• / / IH•10x•ISAM//1ON	 SA PPH I R E 	 •of•,•//Iw0.3E1xpp049
;
6
M^0 11202F0^01jT^1 //%/i^NJii1101tt	 4Nt	 TH INT R I ASIC L 	^R 111r R 	CON4• • IH	 • 1nx	 •OFi.•10.3.2x•1	 .1 ►ITRINSIC	 DIFFU4^ V IT Y	 Of • •Ix•4A4•	 •'	 T'•	 X•	 OE^i•	 CFO*499
S00 291/14	 •IOX• 9 LA M DA_ • 	LA MOA •• 2 •	 OFI•TMAx/IYMAx•1•E•'1 • R 21' //IN	 •IMK.
Sol
SQ2 421
39LAMOA	 +	 9	 n10.3,6x• • f O R	 NORMAL176TION	 TIME	 •	 '2E12.6.2X.9SEC9'1
FORMATI/J•tH09IOx.' AMRJENT 	 •	 9	 2AA/jMOjS11j	 CjRYjAL	 ORIENTATION	 •	 •
ARAMETE^S1 9 •	 x•	 X. 11	 • 5 3 •A4 //Iwo•	 X 1 9 0xIDAT10N.
504
SOS
•E10.3.2XS•C	 •	 '	 110.3./
•Iwo;sx••SE6RAGA^1	 N COEFF•	 •	 9•cie•31
606 430 FORMAT	 t1H0.IOX•9• ••	I N ITIAL	 P R OFILE	 AT	 TIME	 STEP	 •	 •.15.2X•'TtYE
607
5011
1•	 •	 DD10.7	 2X• 9 ^1A4	 EE w R	 ^q	 N	 ;ROM Q ATA_FtL^	 jl	 ••••/IS0tMSK.'s01
2LOx1^N6	 DA^A	 ARE	 PR^Vln E D^	 / /^H	 .Ifix.	 TEMP	 •	 ,	 10.3.2X•	 L1► 	 DA••F	 •
500 3	 '	 010.3.2X/IH	 •	 '•D10.3.2X• • IMAX1	 •	 9 .110.2110 Jw
S
Icx••NORM•	 TIME
SIi 440
4AXI	 •	 '•II0.2 x 	OKIDE	 G RID	 ••it)
FORMAT	 IIHO.10	 •••••	 r O LLONI N 6 b1AtA ARE	 06TAINED F R OM THE DATA
S12 1	 .	 FILE	 9	 ••• 9 //Iw	 . ► g x •'TfMP	 •	 1	 F10.3/1M	 •IOx•'IAMOA • •7	 •	 '•010.
S13 23/1M	 •IOX•'TIME	 STE P 	•	 • •IIO /1H 	 .tOX• • IMAXI	 •	 '•tS/IH 	11nX•9JMAxl
514
SIS 450
3	 •	 ••151
FORMAT	 11HO.IOX.'• •• DA T A	 INPUT	 ERROR	 •009/IHO.AX, 9 RUNSTREAM	 T[RMIN
S16 IATED91
S17	 C
5 6	 ENDO
SPAT SOS!•SNREJN9.MAIN•PLOT
C26
MICRON•Sf1S2f11•SHRrJN
	
1	 SURROUTINE SHREJNCCSUR0TDIST.JMAXIaX•TI Mrs DEL ToDELY•
	
2	 •	 TEMP•TMAX.IFILE.ITTPEolAMBNT•XG)
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SURROUTINE FOR CALC ULATI N G SHEET RESIS
•
TANCE
 ANO
^
0• JUNCTION
	
6	 IMPLICIT DOUBLEPrECI%IQN1A•H•0*t1
	
7	 COMMONtt/CON/CC(64•AMl .
	
9	 0 LaY01ST/FL
[
 ATiJMAX1.11
4l.X111•Y1641
	
t0	 IF(IAMSNT•NE•3) OrL•OrL/YDtST
	
S}	 YwJ•0.0
YwJt•0.0
	
13	 00 6 fallMAXI
	
1
4
	 IJ•JMAX1-f$I
	
S	 T(I1.YDIST-XfIJ)
	
16	 6 IFIIAMONT•NE•31 Y111 n fI-I)•(1•/rLOATIJMAr1•11)
	
I?	 JNINI
	
Is	 ICK•0
	
19	 00 5 J n JMAX1•!• - t2z	 I•JMAXI•IeJ
C11^111 nC12•J)
If CRlfI)•LT•CSUR•ANO•ICK•EQ•01 JN1 n 1
	
3	 IF(C01(I)•GT•CSUS) Itr n 1
	
4	 IF(Cfl!(II•GT•CSUR1 JNaI
	
_`	
5 CNET I i 1 n S(1 j (i j-CS)111
IF(JNI•E • .ORR•JN.EQ•IJMAXI • 1).OR•JN•EQe JMAXII 60 TO 7
	
27	 Y11J n (YDIST/(JMAXI-1))•IC•1IJN1-CSUI)!/(CBIIJNI-C&I(JN.1)I
	26	 IFIIAmBNT•NE•3) YwJ n YrrJ/Y01ST
	
29	 YwJI•DEL•1CSU!-CRIIJN1))/(CS1(JNI.1)-CSI(JNIII
	
1I	 7 SIGMA•O.ODO
32 C	 f) n O.00
	
33
34	 C	 START INTEGRATION
	
5	 C
	
37	 !	 IFIK,GE•JMAXI) GO TO 2
	
;±	 0 n0•ICS1fK•I1•C®IIK))•OEL/2.0
	
40	 %IG1•GEOA6SICNETIr)l,ITYPEITO !
	
41	 SIG2 n GIOA8S(CNET(K#I))•ITYPE)
	
42	 SIGMA nSIGMA*fYIK#11-Y(K))•((SIG2.tIG1)/2.ODO1
	
43	 GO TO 1
	44	 2	 CONTINUE
	
45	 IF(JN.EQ•JrAXia Ywf n 0.0
	
46	 IF(JNI•EQ•t.AN •CR (JNII• f`^T•CSUR) YAJI.O.O
	
47	 SIGA n G(DABSfCNET(.jN#I))•1TYPE)
	
48
	 SIGR n GIDABS(CNETI,iN11 HITYPE)
4 9	 S1GC n G(OAKS(CNETf.iNt+1))•ITY ► E)
	
50	 YJUNC n YyIJNI+YOJ	
11
S^G^ j .O:Q i (	 J • (St^1Ns, GA1#IOEL-YNJ114fSI6§*SIGC)l
	
S3	 TwJi n Y(JN1)+YRJ!
	
S4	 SIGMA nSI MA+SIGwJ
	
1
¢S	 RS•I.ODO/SSGMA	 -
	
6	 wR Trf6,^2o )	 Y w.11 YJnJN, IIS Q
	
57	 203 FONMAT(/ 5X. • JUNCT^ON I	 AT I s21115.9• t C096ts/9
	
59
	 •SX••SMEF NESISTAUCE • '.D15.9.3X.
	
	 • /3Xs l INTFGRATE0 IMPURITY•I.015.91
	
60	 RRITEf6 201) JNI.JN
61	 201	 FORMATI=06•SX.'JN n 0.215/1
	
62	 AFAC•1.0
	
63	 IFf1AMRNT.NF.3) ArACmfYDIST-0.4SeXO)/1.0.4
	
64	 YJIJNCoYJUNC*AFAC
	
65	 9S nRS/(AFAC•1.0 - 4)
	
66	 OwQ4 AfAC•f.0 - 4
	
61	 lF(IFILE•FQ.11 CALL ;wFILE1TiME•OELTttDELY•TEEM ► .
6	 •	 TMAX• RS.YwJi• Y,I^iNC.f^•JMAXI.YDI%Tel	 1 AMSNT1
	
69	 RETURN
	70	 ENO
C27
MiCRON•SnS21110MAiN
- ►LOT
i C ••	 ISOCONCFNTRA T iON PLA T 	PROGNAM	 ••
4
REAn 	 iN FR OM pATT A OE	 K
»FiRST CAR Of	 LL -	 Or tIMETEP4	 TO of
S C RLAn	 FROM DATA FILE,	 F FLO	 13.
-
7
SECOND CARDS	 11T 	E E
IN
%AUIT
	
LO TC SIOTTS NEPSOTO Svc 
DE;NILE
^T[TIME
	 /S	 i	 A^0	 A T IL•	 FIELD	 13•' C
10 DIMENSION	 Cfil•4•A4lrXC(t)4l.TCt•41•><Ol•4)
11 DATAXMAX.TMAX/l•0!4.0/0x/3.4/
12 DATA	 IDOL•iOLNK/IM^l1M
13 DATA M¢T/0@0475/
IS READIS •111 	 T11
16 3 FORMAT	 113)
11 CO •	 RfAn DATA	 FiLE	 11
IS
0o	 Oo L • I AL	 UKki1NAL PALL 1:READ(7.4)	 MA	 K
2 4 FORMAT 1 1 N D• A• 1 OF POOR QUALITY211 tF(MARK•NE.t001)
	 R O	 Tn	 >;
22 READ17.1)	 OFi•TMAxsTEMP.TOIST
23 READ17.21	 K. IM AXi.JMAII,IAM8NT
24 IKuIMAXl
25 JKwJMAXI
24 rORMATl1M	 5E15091
27 FORMATIIN	 8110)
iREAD17oll	 XC11)•!:2•IK)
READ(7*11	 ITC(1),I^I^iKi
30 REAO(7.41	 MARK
31 5 CONTINUE
1
2
3
REA017.2)	 M
REAO(7.11
	 TiME
34 00	 11	 J•JK•1.•l35 REA017	 i!	 (CGlIo.II.1.^sIK)
1!234
37 60
no •0
	 IK
IF(CRfI•J;•LE•I.F- 3 01	 C13(i.J)•I.F-30
38 •• CONTINUE
3V READf7SS11	 (90(11.102.IK)
0y
42
I F(IS.EG•O
ISeL/I	 T•i^T-L
40	 TO	 11
33
IF1L.E0pp.1.OR•L•E'O.LLI 	 GO	 TO	 11
CONTiNUEO4y 11
4S Co •	 INITIALIZE	 PLOT.
4 CA`L	 P	 OTS110.O.In•01
y; C• • RESET PEN TO ORIGIN
CALL
NA*LRORDER#2i0••314♦ C•
CALL	 PLOTID•O•TMAx92•.11
So
S
CALL	 PLOTIXMAX eYMAX 12.-1)
CALL	 PLOTIXMAX.O.O	 i.•1)
PLOT(D•O.O.n.E.-11
5M C,
CALL
DRAW OXIDE MASK
16 XP8IXC(1K)-2.E- 41/I.E - 4
57 OxmIR•/XPigXC(K)	 .
5A CALL	 PLOT401•TMAx.31
60
CALL	 PLOT	 Ox.TMAx.2;.
	
-il
CALL	 PLOTfxMAx,TM
q•
	.2.
•j.
A	 •011
41 CALL
	
PLOTfxMAx•TMAX.2. -I)
• x•xMAx
• PA T .e.•Ox
•4
•5
NC•	 NTIPAT/0.2110 1b	 181 4I NC
•• x•x-0.2
6 7 CALL	 PLOTIx.TMAx•n.2i7v-11`S
CALL	 PLOT(x.TMAX.31
•• to rONTINUE
70 CALL	 ►LOTIO0.^•n.31
71 C• •	 wORiZONTAI
	 G	 in	 LlNFS
72 no
	 20	 1.1.1
73 Y*V.4•FLOAT(l)
74 LNwT..3
7S IF	 Ii.EG•b)	 LNPT8•1
76 CALL	 ►LOTfC.O•y•31
77 CALL	 PLOT(XMAX#Y•f.LNNT)
71 20 CONTINUE
79 C• •	 VERTICAL	 GRID LINES
C28
60	 00 30 I.1.19
•1	 t•0 Y^iL0AT111
•2	IfRIMODtI 1;1•[0.01 LNaT••1
CALL PLOT^X•0.0 ^1
OS	 CALL 'LOTIX.TMAAi2/LN11T1
30 CONTINUEIt
I co • MORI20NTAL AXIS NUMAERS
so pE X•Kr/20•It I [•21
• t	 •1
110	 K•LT•	 •11	 tE•^1
Ift0
	
K•LT•	 •^i	 !
If
6•
It10
	
K•LT•	 .	 11	 f.A•Kr /10•
IM AMONT.EO•a1 Gn TD 21
911 16.1
•tl 31 CONTINUE
•• 00 MO
	
1•+•^E
► g^
►
VAL•OEX•	 L	 ATt1.11
K*0•Y•FLOAttI-	 1.1•fi^MOT*O.OY
103 CALL	 NUM9E411•y.MAT.VAL10900161
Yo CONtIwUE
18
Y
S C4 VERTICAL.AXIS NUMaEAS
106 titttlAMSNT.N(.71	 YAX•YCIJKI/i•f-4
110.1
10 0 00VOYAK
1s• VAL•OEr.^Ll1AT11•I1
110 16-3900M6700.1
Y8YMAK•O.M`sfLOATi,•I1.O.SGw6T1 1}
1 CALL	 NU Of	 ER14•T•MAT.V&L•0.0•Il
111
1	 Y
5G CONTINUE
CALL	 SVMbOL1 4 . 2 IS, 7.0.1•^ •	l.OEtfl'.O.O•11
lls CA^t	 I YHOOIIY•^T•S.	 .0.1.' •	 1.0[I•:.0.0.01
:011R'. .0.61t10	 14.2.5.	 .0. ► .'-	 1
117 CALL	 SVMO0L14.2•s. ;• 	.!•'•	 1.017'•.0.0/
T11• CALL	 SYMBOLI4.2.4.	 •0.1• x•	1.0	 1.'. •0
► 2i• CALL	 STMNOL14.2.4. 7 .0.1.'-	 1.0111'.0.0.81
121 CALL	
JTMO0
	
14.90s.78001.0•p.Q.•11
YMBOrl y .vv•S. S .C •CALL	 .11 .0 .00••111
122 CALL	 STMOOLIY.O.6.3.0• ► .2.0.0••11
123 CALL	 SYMBOL 14.0.s.i.o. ► .3.0.0.•11
1241 CALL	 SYM/OLIY•p•4.••0.1•Y•0.0••I1
-11CALL	 YMBOLt4.	 .4.7.0.1•i•O•O•125
126 CALL	 SY"bOL10.0 5. 4 .0.2.'
-11CALL	 SYMBOL10•.	 .41.•2.41.0.•
•
	
9.090.141
127
•11
a CALL
	
%YMIOLL1•• • •	 1.5	 .	 •'22••pp..i1
CALL	 NUMGE1112.A.1.4.b.l.011.0..41
130 CALL	 STMROLIO.O•i.l• p . 2 • • TEMPE R ATURE •	 '.0•G,141
1^! CALL	 NUMBER12.^.S.1.0.2.TEM ► .G•0.fl1
122 CALL	 SYMSOL10.O ► 4. R .O.2•'TI M E	 STFP .	 '.0.0.141
114
i3S
LCALL NUMl,ER12•A•Y.X.O.•T`M•0.0.•1!
'.0.0.141CALL	 SVMROL10.0.4.f.0.	 .'TTIME •
1 36 CALL	 NUM®Ekl2.A•4.5.p.2.TlME.O.0.21
117 00	 200	 11.196
► 	 I CONVAL810.000sLOAT120.11•11
129 CAL4	 ►LTCONICt1.000VAL.tI.IK•JKI
1 4 0
1 4 1
200 CONTINUf
CALL	 'LOT10.O.O.M.•••1
142 100 CONTINUE
1 4 3 STOP
144 iNO
GrIN
